
RADAR DATA PROCESSOR 
Suite
METRANET II RDP is a SW suite, running under a Linux based 
workstation networked with the ELDES signal and 
control processor “PERSER-PC” and with any number of 
Web client workstations, which share the RDP database 
and accept the RDP products distribution stream.
METRANET II allows the ingest of the local or foreign 
radar polar moments in the ELDES format (customized 
ingest routines can be designed for third parties radar), 
the data distribution, the pre and post processing 
functions and the product generation. METRANET II can 
generate a wide variety of: reflectivity; precipitation; wind 
velocity; hydrometeor classification; Nowcasting and 
converting products (see full list of weather products). The 
products can be distributed in the most common graphic 
formats (JPG, PNG, GIF, TIFF, GEOTIFF), as well as in the 
more widely used standard encoding (BUFR, HDF5, UF, 
NEXRAD Level II, MDV). Data import from these formats is 
also possible. New products, even “user created" ones, 
can be easily added to the system at any moment 
thanks to the open interface format.
Additionally, the possibility to freely and easily 
customize the processing/distribution/display chains, 
delivers to the user the maximum system flexibility and 
power. The system architecture allows a variety of 
system configurations, such, for example, centralize first 
or second order product generation, or their distribution 
over several clients.
If requested, one or more client workstations, allowing 
the radar schedule configuration and the local display of 
the generated radar products, can be easily added to the 
system. METRANET II allows, through any web 
browser and a standard PC, any visualization tool like 
zoom, pan, movie loop, etc.. and control the radar 
operations through the user friendly GUI.

The ELDES’ comprehensive 
and powerful Radar Data 
Processor (RDP) suite. 

Finally, a SW is dedicated to the radar system supervision. 
It is possible to create a synoptic view of the existing radar, 
complete with the individual operating parameters and 
status. METRANET II permits to monitor all the networked 
radar for maintenance purposes and promptly indicate any 
possible faulty unit or sub-complex.
The METRANET II RDP is specifically designed to equip 
ELDES’ weather radar systems, to retrofit existing ones or to 
integrate multi-brand radar networks.
The output standard formats guarantee full compatibility with 
other vendors’ systems and scientific communities.
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 KEY FEATURES
l Data Processing complete configurability (pre-processing, product generation and 

post-processing), even using User created scripts and products
l Can be interfaced, by means of the ELDES radar signal and control processor 

“PERSER-PC”, to any existing weather Radar for retrofit purposes
l Real time system status monitoring for maintenance purposes and data quality 

assessment
l Support of single and multi-radar/multi-brand networks
l Wide variety of reflectivity, precipitation, wind velocity, hydrometeor classification, 

nowcasting and converting products
l Every user can customize the product's display layout
l Possibility to create custom layers (overlay and underlay) in KLM/images formats  
l Linux OS
l WEB based architecture allows the Radar management and monitoring from any 

standard PC equipped with a standard browser
l Data export in the most common graphic formats (JPG, PNG, GIFF, TIFF,  GEOTIFF)

and in the widely used standard  encoding (HDF5, NEXRAD Level II, BUFR, UF, MDV) 
l Data import (HDF5, BUFR, UF) from foreign radar and composite with local ones 
l Automatic data recovery in case of momentary loss of connection with the radar          
l Off-line product generation and volume preview from archived data
l Polar volumes export for 3D viewer 
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METRANET II Weather Products
STANDARD PRODUCTS
These products provide images for weather surveillance. With the basic products, it is possible 
to find out the measurements at all constant altitudes, the echo-top height, as well as the most 
intense echo locations and altitudes. They are available on all types of weather radar (Doppler 
and conventional).

PPI (Plan Position Indicator)

RHI (Range Height Indicator)

CAPPI (Constant Altitude Plan Position Indicator)

VMI (Vertical Maximum Indicator)

ECHOVMI (Maximum Echo Height)

ADVANCED PRODUCTS *
These “extended” products provide a more complete and detailed information of the observed 
weather phenoma.

VCUT (Vertical Cross-section)

VMISV (Vertical Maximum Intensity with Side View)

POH (Probability of Hail)

HYDRO-CLASS (Hydrometeor classification)

ECHO-TOP (Echo top height)

ECHO-BASE (Echo base height)

LBM (Lowest Beam Map)

ECHO LBM (Echo Lowest Beam Map)

CONVERTING PRODUCTS *     
It is possible to convert the radar image into various popular formats for easy distribution 
to other customers or users. In order to satisfy this necessity this package contains the 
ENCODER:

 Encoding: BUFR, HDF5, UF, NEXRAD Level II, MDV

 Graphic formats: JPG, PNG, GIF, TIFF, GEOTIFF

HYDROLOGICAL PRODUCTS *        
Based on the ability to assess the amount of precipitations, the hydrological products are useful 
for daily precipitation forecast and hydrological services such as river flood control and flash 
flood warnings. Both instant and accumulated rain products are available. They can be very 
useful when combined with data from a weather station or rain gauges. 

VPR (Vertical Profile of Reflectivity)

SRI (Surface Rainfall Intensity)

SRISV (Precipitation side view)

SRT (Surface Rainfall Total) 

VIL (Vertical integration of liquid)

CAPPISRI (CAPPI of SRI)

SRTSUBC (Surface Rainfall Total over Subcatchment)

TURBULENCE AND WIND DETECTION PRODUCTS *  
The intense wind reflects the turbulence of the atmosphere. It is often associated with strong 
gusts of wind and storms that cause serious damage. Doppler radar provide an effective tool 
to monitor the wind-shear.      

VAD (Velocity Azimuth Display) 

VVP (Volume Velocity Processing) 

SHEARA (Azimuthal Shear)

SHEARR (Radial Shear)

SHEARV (Vertical Shear)

SHEARH (Horizontal Shear)

SHEARE (Elevation Shear)

2D SHEAR (Radial + Elevation)

3D SHEAR (Radial + Azimuth + Elevation)

NOWCASTING PRODUCTS *
A specifically developed package for storm forecasting and tracking. The products allow to 
acquire detailed information (attributes) of each monitored storm.

NOWCASTING 

STORM (Storm Centroid Location and movement) 
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* To be purchased separately

Advanced Products - Hydroclass

Standard Products - PPI Hydrological Products - SRI

Turbulence/Wind-Shear 
Products - VAD

Forecasting Products - Nowcasting

Specifications subject to change without notice.
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